Abstract. We consider a fully implicit formulation for two-phase flow in a porous medium with capillarity, gravity, and compressibility in three dimensions. The method is implicit in time and uses the multiscale mortar mixed finite element method for a spatial discretization in a nonoverlapping domain decomposition context. The interface conditions between subdomains are enforced in terms of Lagrange multiplier variables defined on a mortar space. The novel approach in this work is to linearize the coupled system of subdomain and mortar variables simultaneously to form a global Jacobian. This algorithm is shown to be more efficient and robust compared to previous algorithms that relied on two separate nested linearizations of subdomain and interface variables. We also examine various upwinding methods for accurate integration of phase mobility terms near subdomain interfaces. Numerical tests illustrate the computational benefits of this scheme.
1.
Introduction. This work develops algorithmic improvements for multiscale modeling of two-phase flow in a porous medium, which is an important area for energy and environmental applications. These problems can be very challenging to model with strong heterogeneities in the data, degeneracies occurring when residual saturations are reached, and in the evolution of sharp fronts. Multiscale methods remain a field of intensive research due to the range of spatial and temporal scales involved, geologic complexity, and the need to perform local parallel computation on large domains. One of the distinguishing features in our formulation is the ability to include the physical effects of capillarity, gravity, and compressibility, which also play an important role in two-phase computations. The key idea in algorithm development is to linearize the coupled system in all variables to form a global Jacobian, providing a useful extension of a previous work [14] to the two-phase fully implicit setting.
The class of methods under consideration are called multiscale mortar methods [4] , which are a type of nonoverlapping domain decomposition method [32, 43, 34] . Following a "divide and conquer" strategy, the global problem is decomposed into coarse spatially nonconforming subdomains, on which the underlying equations are posed on a local level. These subdomains contain independent discretizations that provide local fine-scale resolution and can be nonmatching on subdomain interfaces. Lagrange multiplier unknowns are introduced on a coarse mortar space, through which appropriate interface conditions are weakly enforced to couple the subdomains on a global level. Figure 1 illustrates a spatial discretization of a global problem into subdomains and interfaces. Advanced capabilities of the multiscale mortar methods include the ability to model multiple physical models, numerical methods, and discretizations both separately and within the same simulation [38, 3, 42, 46, 45, 31, 27, 4, 18, 39, 35, 17, 41, 15, 14] . These methods have been developed for single-, two-, and three-phase flows in porous media, Stokes-Darcy flows, elasticity and poroelasticity, porescale models, and reactive transport models. In multiphase simulation they have been applied to fully implicit, IMPES, and iteratively coupled schemes. Subdomain discretization methods have included mixed finite elements, multipoint flux approximations, and continuous and discontinuous Galerkin methods on simplices, prisms, quadrilaterals, and hexahedral elements. This work uses mixed finite elements on bricks within the subdomains and considers a two-phase fully implicit model. The use of a mixed method ensures local mass conservation and an accurate representation of fluxes.
Multiscale mortar methods are one member of a large family of multiscale methods in an extensive body of literature. Specific applications to multiphase flows can be found in other methods such as the variational multiscale method [2] , hierarchical multiscale method [1] , multiscale finite element method [19] , and multiscale finite volume method [20] . Many advancements to solvers and preconditioners have been studied, but typically only linear model problems are considered [13] . Effects due to capillarity, gravity, and compressibility are oftentimes neglected in most of the multiscale works on two-phase flow [11, 21, 26] . A notable exception is the recent work of [44] , which incorporates capillary pressure and includes upscaling and downscaling of permeabilities in a single domain framework.
This work extends for fully implicit two-phase flow the global Jacobian (GJ) and global Jacobian Schur (GJS) algorithms, which were developed in [14] for slightly compressible single-phase flows. We remark that other global linearization ideas have also recently appeared in the literature in the context of porescale network models [28] and in applications to solid mechanics problems [23] . In this work, a global linearization is performed for both subdomain and interface variables simultaneously to yield a single Newton iteration, resulting in an 8 × 8 block Jacobian matrix. The four flux variables (and optionally two subdomain unknowns) are eliminated to obtain linear systems for the 1st (or the 2nd) Schur complements. The 1st Schur complement system has a modular block structure comprising previously available subdomain Jacobian matrices with sparse coupling blocks. The 2nd Schur complement system has a linear interface operator which is solved by a matrix-free approach.
The previous algorithm developed to solve the multiscale mortar method with nonlinear multiphase models was to reduce the global problem to a nonlinear interface problem [45, 46, 31, 15] . Thus two levels of linearizations were employed: one on the interface level and a second on the subdomain level. We refer to this method as the forward difference (FD) algorithm, because of the approximation necessary for the Jacobian on the interface level. See Figure 2 for flow charts comparing the number of nested iterations and tolerances necessary in the GJ, GJS, and FD algorithms. The use of acceleration techniques such as forcing function [12, 10] or preconditioners [45, 46, 15] helped to mitigate the computational expense of the FD method, but the overall complexity of the algorithm still remains. There are several advantages of the GJ method. The computational cost is observed to be much less expensive than the FD method. The number of global Newton iterations in GJ is observed to be comparable to the number of interface Newton iterations in FD. However, the GJ method does not have the second Newton loop, which is observed to be quite expensive in the FD method. Furthermore, the global linearization provides a simpler algorithm for explicit treatment of nonlinearities without an FD approximation, and it is much more robust by requiring far fewer tolerance parameters (see Figure 2) . It also enables use of efficient interface solvers and preconditioners developed for linear interface problems such as multigrid [42] , balancing [30] , and multiscale flux basis [16] . The modular block structure of the GJ matrix allows this algorithm to use existing reservoir simulators for problems with multiple subdomains and nonmatching grids without much additional effort. From a parallel computing perspective, this method combines the ideas of both domain and data decompositions where the latter is utilized for the linear solver. In the case of a single-phase flow, strong parallel scalability of such a scheme has been shown in [14] .
The transport component to the two-phase flow model requires careful integration of phase mobility terms along subdomain interfaces. This has also been observed in hybrid mixed methods for linear advection-diffusion-reaction problems in [7] , where upwind extrapolation schemes have been proposed. In the context of mortars for two-phase flow, we discuss several possibilities for phase mobility upwinding. These are observed to have a significant impact on water saturation accuracy, the ability to achieve nonlinear convergence, and the solvability of linear systems. This is especially important in a global linearization framework where subdomain and mortar variables are tightly coupled. We find the best method to be block-to-block upwinding, which directly projects fluid properties from an adjacent domain. This is a similar idea to the approach used in the enhanced velocity method [37] .
The article is organized as follows: In section 2 we provide the equations describing the two-phase model. In section 3 we formulate the multiscale mortar discretization. In section 4 we describe the procedure for global linearization and give the GJ algorithms for the 1st and 2nd Schur complements. In section 5 we discuss different methods for upwinding on subdomain interfaces. In section 6 we present numerical results for a variety of test cases demonstrating efficiency, robustness, and accuracy. In section 7 we give conclusions and future work. 
where overbars denote set closure. Subdomain interfaces are denoted by
and n k is the outward unit normal to Ω k . In this work we consider flow of two immiscible phases through a porous medium, in which each phase α = o (oil) and α = w (water) is assumed to be a slightly compressible fluid. In our fully implicit formulation, the primary unknowns will be the oil mass flux u o , the water mass flux u w , an auxiliary oil mass flux u o , an auxiliary water mass flux u w , the oil pressure p o , the oil concentration n o , and two Lagrange multipliers λ 1 and λ 2 . All remaining unknowns can be expressed in terms of the primary variables: the water pressure p w , the water concentration n w , the saturation s α for each phase, and the fluid density ρ α for each phase. Known data include the porosity of the medium φ, the relative permeability curve k rα for each phase, the fluid viscosity μ α for each phase, a mass flux source function q α for each phase, an initial condition p α,0 for each phase, and the absolute permeability tensor K. Here K is assumed to be uniformly bounded and positive definite; i.e., there exist constants
where · is the Euclidean vector norm.
The expanded mixed formulation for fully implicit two-phase flow through a porous medium [46] is given, for subdomains k = 1, . . . , N Ω and phases α = o, w,
subject to the initial, boundary, and interface conditions
with the closure relationships
For each phase α on each subdomain Ω i , the subsurface flow is characterized by Darcy's law (2.2b), a conservation of mass (2.2a), and the relationship between phase mass flux to auxiliary mass flux involving phase mobility (2.2c). We assume a hydrostatic initial condition in (2.2d) and no-flow external boundary conditions in (2.2e). The phase pressures on the interfaces are functions of the two Lagrange multipliers in (2.2f), and a conservation of mass is enforced over the entire domain in (2.2g). The saturation constraint (2.2h) describes immiscible flow, the capillary pressure function (2.2i) is a known function of water saturation that relates the two phase pressures, and the equations of state (2.2j) describe the slightly compressible density of each phase with small compressibility constants c α .
Multiscale mortar discretization.
The concentration and mobility for phase α is denoted by
respectively. Note that our definition of mobility includes density, which differs from the literature. The primary unknowns for the multiscale mortar discretization are For each subdomain Ω k , let T k h be a conforming quasi-uniform finite element partition consisting of rectangular elements or bricks with characteristic mesh size h, which may be different for each k, thereby allowing nonmatching grids on the subdomain interfaces. For the spatial discretization, our formulation can use any of the usual mixed finite element spaces [6] , denoted by
In particular our numerical results use the lowest order Raviart-Thomas-Nédélec elements [33, 29] on bricks for the flux and the pressure, i.e.,
kl , we choose an independent quasi-uniform finite element partition G kl H with characteristic mesh size H and define the mortar space M kl H containing either continuous or discontinuous piecewise polynomials of degree larger than one. We remark that for stability of the mortar method, the mortar space cannot be too rich [4] .
For each phase α, the global mass flux, pressure, and Lagrange multiplier spaces are
To simplify notation we suppress subscripts h and H, as well as time index n except for n n−1 α , which denote the known concentrations at the previous time step. Employing the backward Euler method for time integration with the aforementioned discrete spaces for pressure, mass flux, and mortar variables to system (2.2a)-(2.2j) gives the following fully discrete multiscale mortar expanded mixed finite element system for fully implicit two-phase flow.
(Multiscale mortar expanded mixed finite element method.) For time levels 
and the coefficient vectors
are to be determined. These are grouped together by subdomains and interfaces to form the global coefficient vector unknowns. Defining variables for the total number of degrees of freedom for the mass flux, pressure, and Lagrange multiplier,
Substituting the representations from (3.3) into the variational formulation (3.2a)-(3.2d), we obtain the following equations in residual form:
(Auxiliary equations.)
(Mass balance equations.)
(Flux continuity equations.)
Here we have used the closure relationships (2.2h), (2.2i), and (2.2j) to express the 
Global linearization.
The residual equations constitute a set of (4N u + 2N p + 2N λ ) nonlinear equations which will be solved by a Newton method, where
is the unknown coefficient vector before elimination. The system takes the following form:
To form the Jacobian matrix, we compute the derivatives of each residual equation with respect to each unknown. Terms that will be simplified are denoted with hats. We denote the matrices:
We use the residual formulation (3.4a)-(3.4h) to compute the following partial derivatives, omitting superscript k in the test functions to simplify notation:
Entries with two pressure basis functions are evaluated using the midpoint rule, and entries with one or more velocity basis functions are evaluated using the trapezoidal midpoint rule as in [5] .
Jacobian simplification and global assembly.
We simplify the above Jacobian using the technique that is typically performed for slightly compressible flow models, by which we drop certain terms that are multiplied by the small compressibility constants c o and c w . Note that these terms are small and would be exactly zero in the case of incompressible fluids. Specifically we take
This yields an approximation to the Jacobian (matrix), but the residual vector (righthand side) is still computed exactly. Consistent with the theory on inexact Newton methods, when convergence is achieved, the solution to this nonlinear system coincides with that of the full Newton method [22] . With the above derivations and simplifications complete, we note the following identities:
To form the global matrix, subdomain matrices are grouped together as block diagonal matrices, and interface matrices are grouped together by interface. For example, matrices A 1 , C 3 , and L 1 are defined as
. . .
Without loss of generality, we have assumed that Γ 12 and Γ (NΩ−1)NΩ are nonempty. Using the above-defined block matrices, the linear system for the inexact Newton step takes the form ⎡
Velocity elimination.
This is accomplished by partial Gaussian elimination. The reduced system has the block structure
with the matrices
and the residual vectors
The GJ method (Algorithm 1), which recently appeared in [14] for slightly compressible single-phase flow, can now be directly applied to the fully implicit two-phase system (4.5b) with two Lagrange multipliers. Note that in practice the entries in
(4.5c)-(4.5h) reduce to simple expressions after quadrature, which can be very efficiently implemented as a cell-centered finite difference code without matrix-matrix or matrix-vector products. Since the matrix J is highly nonsymmetric, the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method [22] can be used to iteratively solve the linear system on each Newton step. We note that GMRES may be replaced with another suitable linear solver.
Interface formulation.
We can also eliminate subdomain primary variables from system (4.5b) to form a second Schur complement system with δΛ = (δΛ 1 , δΛ 2 )
T as the sole unknowns. This linear interface problem has the form
where
Note that J ΘΘ is a block diagonal matrix, and each decoupled block of subdomain unknowns is invertible. The matrix J S need not be formed, and its action is obtained in the solution of successive linear subdomain problems. We refer to this strategy as the global Jacobian Schur (GJS) method given by Algorithm 2. This enables the use of previously developed preconditioners and techniques for the linear interface problem such as multigrid [42] , balancing [30] , and construction of a multiscale flux basis [16] . We note again that GMRES may be replaced with another suitable linear solver.
The GJS algorithm gives a much simpler domain decomposition strategy for nonlinear model problems, because the interface problem has already been linearized. We remark that previous attempts at developing fast solvers for nonlinear interface problems have included Neumann-Neumann preconditioners, nonlinear multigrid methods, and the frozen Jacobian multiscale preconditioner [46, 45, 15] . These methods showed moderate success at reducing computation costs, but the implementations were very complex.
Upwinding mobilities.
The numerical integration of mobility terms (4.2a) and (4.2e) is essential to capturing accurate transport of phase saturation. Within Algorithm 2. The GJS method.
Given
the strict interior of each subdomain (Figure 3, left) , we follow the standard choice of picking the phase mobility from the upwind direction, as given in (5.1a)-(5.1b). However, at subdomain interfaces (Figure 3 , right) several possibilities exist (described below), which can have a significant impact on mass conservation and nonlinear convergence of the method. For simplicity, the figure and quadrature formulas assume matching grids, but a simple modification allows the general case. Here v represents the common velocity basis function on an internal edge, and v L and v R represent the distinct velocity basis functions on opposing sides of an interface. We advocate usage of block-to-block upwinding, which is shown to be the most stable and accurate choice in the numerical results for the GJ method (see section 6.2).
Fig. 3. Degrees of freedom within subdomain (left) and on interface (right) for upwinding.
Upwinding "within a subdomain." Without loss of generality, consider two neighboring elements (i, j, k) and (i + 1, j, k) in the interior of a subdomain, denoted E L and E R , respectively. Let p o denote the difference in oil pressure of these elements, that is,
The standard choice of upwind mobility in combination with the trapezoidal midpoint (TM) quadrature rule [5] gives the following expression for the numerical evaluation of oil mobility terms in (4.2a):
Similar expressions are used for integrating water mobility terms in (4.2e). Here h x , h y , h z are the mesh widths in the three coordinate directions on a brick element. However, for elements adjacent to a subdomain interface, the choice for upwinding is not obvious. In the following, we discuss three possibilities (a)-(c).
We define the L 2 -projection from the traces of left and right subdomains to the mortar grid as Q LΛ and Q RΛ , respectively, and define the L 2 -projection directly from right to left subdomains as Q RL :
The inverse maps are obtained using the transpose. Different upwinding methods are obtained by using the following definitions: (a) Upwinding "using mortar." This method uses the mortar unknown itself to define the upwind direction. Recall in this paper that we are using
The upwinded mobility comes from the properties on the current subdomain or a projection of the mortar variables themselves, i.e., on the left side of the interface
and on the right side of the interface
(5.3d) (b) Upwinding "through mortar." This method uses the trace of the adjacent subdomain unknown projected through the mortar space onto the current subdomain grid to define the upwind direction. The pressure differences are
The upwinded mobility comes from the properties on the current subdomain or a projection of the values of the adjacent subdomain through the mortar space onto the current subdomain, i.e., on the left side of the interface
(5.4d) (c) Upwinding "block to block." This method uses the trace of the adjacent subdomain unknown projected directly onto the current subdomain to define the upwind direction. The pressure differences are
The upwinded mobility comes from the properties on the current subdomain or a projection of the values of the adjacent subdomain directly onto the current subdomain, i.e., on the left side of the interface
Using the definitions in upwinding methods (a)-(c), the application of trapezoidal midpoint quadrature in the elements adjacent to subdomain interfaces gives
for the subdomains to the left and to the right of the interface, respectively. Note that in the case of matching grids, all three projections in (5.2) are identity. The consequence is that upwinding methods (b) and (c) reduce to the single domain case and produce the same solution for fluid transport. Conversely, in method (a), the definitions of the upwind direction and mobility to the left and right of the interface are not equal. Thus even in the case of matching grids, the solution may deviate from a comparable single-domain method, the nonlinear iteration may diverge, or the linear systems may become singular. In the authors' experience, the difficulties with method (a) are aggravated in the case of nonmatching grids (which is one of the main benefits of using domain decomposition), and also as the number of subdomain interfaces is increased for a fixed problem size.
The reason we advocate method (c) over method (b) is that the mortar grid size H is usually taken to be coarser than the subdomain grid size h, giving the multiscale aspect to the method. Therefore, the two subsequent projections in method (b) may cause an unnecessary loss of information in the fluid properties when needed from the adjacent subdomain. This can be entirely prevented using method (c), where the fluid properties use the best possible information.
One other important remark is that mortar saturation values are needed in method (a). To get mortar saturation values when using two phase pressures as mortar unknowns, this requires an elementwise Newton iteration to invert the p c curve in the elements along the interface. This also means that the case p c = 0 cannot be handled. Since methods (b) and (c) do not require mortar saturation values, the additional Newton iteration is no longer necessary, the zero capillary pressure case can be handled, and two interface pressures can be used as mortar unknowns (which is the most natural case when integrating by parts in the variational form).
Numerical examples.
In this section we perform two numerical examples with the multiscale mortar method. Example 1 (section 6.1) shows the capability of modeling spatially nonconforming domains and strong heterogeneities and compares the efficiency of the GJ algorithm to the FD algorithm (recall Figure 2) . Example 2 (section 6.2) shows the capability of modeling multiple rock types with strong capillarity and compares the accuracy of water saturation solutions using the various upwinding methods. On this grid we have two absolute permeability datasets for the x-component of the diagonal tensor K, shown in Figure 5 . The y-and z-components of this tensor multiply the x-component by a factor of 2.
The first dataset is denoted the barrier case with a background permeability of 100 md, a high permeability streak of 1000 md, and four low permeability barriers of 0.1 md. On subdomain Ω 1 , the streak is on x-layer 6, and the barriers are on y-columns 4 and 7. On subdomain Ω 2 , the streak is on x-layer 2, and the barriers are on y-columns 3 and 5. The porosity in this case is φ = 0.2.
The second dataset is denoted the heterogeneous case where both the permeability and porosity values are used from a subset of the SPE10 industrial benchmark [9] . On subdomain Ω 1 , the values span from data locations (21, 1, 1) to (30, 10, 10) . On subdomain Ω 2 , the values span from data locations (61, 1, 1) to (67, 7, 7) . Recall that the x-coordinate represents depth.
The residual saturations for oil and water are s rw = 0.2 and s ro = 0.2, respectively. The effective saturation s e ∈ (0, 1) is defined as
There is one injection well and one production well in opposite corners of the domain using a Peaceman well model [8] . Both wells are vertical and completed through the entire reservoir depth. The injection bottom hole pressure varies linearly from (505 psi, day 0) to (510 psi, day 30) and remains constant thereafter. The production bottom hole pressure varies linearly from (495 psi, day 0) to (490 psi, day 30) and remains constant thereafter. External boundary conditions are no-flow. The initial condition comes from a hydrostatic equilibrium with p o (0) = 500 psi and s w (0) = 0.22. There is a uniform time step of δt = 1 day with a final simulation time of T = 400 days. The capillary pressure, relative oil permeability, and relative water permeability follow the following J-Leverett and Brooks-Corey relationships [8] with entry pressure p d = 10 md and grain size exponent λ = 2:
Plots of the simulation results are shown in Figure 6 . Many effects contribute to the observed complex behavior, including the presence of the fault, gravity, capillarity, compressibility, anisotropy, and heterogeneity. In the barrier case, the water saturation front must snake around the low permeability barriers to travel from the injection to production well. In the heterogeneous case, the water saturation contour iso-surfaces are rougher from increased heterogeneity and travel slower due to lower permeability values.
We demonstrate the efficiency of the global Jacobian algorithm proposed in this work for two-phase flow with a comparison of the global Jacobian (GJ) method with the previously developed forward difference (FD) method. Since the algorithms are inherently different in the iterations that are performed, in Table 1 we summarize the tolerances used for each algorithm. In each method, the outermost Newton tolerance is taken to be the same, which produces solutions with comparable accuracy. The FD method requires choosing five tolerances in order to strike a careful balance between achieving convergence without oversolving inner iterations. In practice, this requires some trial and error, and tolerances are shown that worked well for this particular problem. Conversely, the GJ method is conceptually simpler as it only needs a nonlinear and a linear tolerance, akin to single domain methods. In practice, this also makes it much more robust. In this work, we perform a single-processor simulation and use a sparse direct solver for the linear systems in the GJ method. Numerical results
were not yet obtained with the GJS method due to the use of the direct solver. We note that the code is written in parallel following the previous work on slightly compressible single-phase flow [14] , but that a parallel preconditioner appropriate for a two-phase flow system [36, 25] was not yet available in the implementation. The computational cost for these two algorithms and two cases are summarized in Table 2 . The simulation results show that the number of interface Newton iterations with the FD method is comparable to the number of global Newton iterations with the GJ method, in both the barrier and heterogeneous cases. However, the FD method requires a large number of inner iterations that are not present in the GJ method (recall Figure 2) . For example, each time a subdomain Newton iteration is performed for the Barrier problem, it takes an average of 3.25 iterations (Avg. 2), but since it is inside two outer loops, the average number of subdomain Newton iterations per time step is actually 103.31 (Avg. 1). The expense of these nested iterations is evident in the CPU time, where the FD method is observed to take an order of magnitude longer to run using the same system and optimization level. However, we note that since CPU times are highly subjective (they are dependent on machine, implementation, problem size, tolerances, etc.), the iteration counts provide a stronger basis to argue that the GJ method outperforms the FD method.
Example 2: Multiple rock types.
This example is based on a lab experiment by Kueper in [24] with multiple rock types and strong capillary effects. Here we perform a simplified version of this experiment from [40] with two rock types. The domain is Ω = 70 × 50 ft with a fine grid resolution of 1 × 1 ft. This grid is divided into N Ω = 2 × 2 = 4 subdomains with a coarse mortar such that H = h 2/3 with continuous linear elements as shown in Figure 7 . There are two injection wells at the top center of the domains with a bottom hole pressure of 1600 psi, and there are a total of ten production wells spaced evenly on the left and right sides of the domain with a bottom hole pressure of 1000 psi. External boundary conditions are no-flow.
The capillary pressure curve for each rock type is given by (6.3a) as a continuous piecewise function with cutoff saturations s c1 = 0.01 and s c2 = 0.9, effective saturation s e given by (6.1), and residual saturations equal to s ro = 0.05 and s rw = 0.2. The entry pressures p d and the grain size exponents λ vary for each rock type according to (6.3b), along with absolute permeability K and porosity φ. Relative permeabilities are also given in (6.3b). The initial condition is taken to be uniform p o (0) = 500 psi and s w (0) = 0.2. The external boundary conditions are no-flow. The time step is gradually ramped up from min δt = 0.001 day to max δt = 0.1 day with a multiplier of 1.05 and a final simulation time of T = 200 days. 
We run this example with four test cases, illustrated in Figure 8 . Case 1 is a single domain used as a reference solution and verification with [40] . Cases 2-4 all use four subdomains with the GJ method. Case 2 uses a mortar space on a matching fine scale H = h with piecewise constant elements and employs upwinding "block to block." Cases 3 and 4 both use a mortar space on a coarse scale H = h 2/3 with continuous linear elements. Case 3 employs upwinding "through mortar," and Case 4 employs upwinding "block to block." There is no case for upwinding "using mortar" because it could not achieve nonlinear convergence. The Newton tolerance is 1e-2.
Oil pressure and water saturation fields are shown in Figure 9 at t = 1, 100, 200 days for Case 2. These fields are representative of the results in [40] , with additional effects due to fluid compressibility. They are observed to be highly discontinuous at rock-type boundaries due to the strong capillarity effects that present in the physical model. Additional numerical discontinuities appear in the solution on subdomain interfaces, which is a consequence of mass conservation enforced weakly in the mortar space.
Errors in water saturation at the final time are shown in Figure 10 . The error between the reference solution Case 1 and the fine-scale mortar solution Case 2 shows an excellent match with a pointwise error of s 2 w − s 1 w ∞ = 0.001, which is below nonlinear solver tolerance. This uses block-to-block upwinding and was the best result that was obtained with four subdomains. Case 2 is then compared to the two coarse mortar cases when varying the upwinding technique. The comparison against the coarse mortar using upwinding through a mortar shows a very large pointwise error of s rock-type boundaries, and well within the subdomains. No comparison could be shown with upwinding using mortar itself because nonlinear convergence could not be achieved, giving evidence that this is not the proper choice. The comparison against the coarse mortar using the block-to-block upwinding technique shows a significant improvement with a pointwise error of s 4 w −s 2 w ∞ = 0.07. Moreover, the figure shows errors have completely disappeared around the injection wells and in the interior of the domain, with just some modest error remaining on the interfaces. This gives strong evidence that block-to-block upwinding provides improved transport behavior in the nonoverlapping domain decomposition setting.
Conclusions.
We have developed several new algorithms for efficient and robust solution to the multiscale mortar mixed finite element method in a two-phase fully implicit formulation with capillarity, gravity, and compressibility. The novelty of our approach is to linearize the coupled system of subdomain and mortar variables simultaneously to form a global Jacobian. The flux unknowns (and optionally subdomain unknowns) are eliminated to obtain linear systems for the 1st (or the 2nd) Schur complements, denoted by the GJ and GJS methods, respectively. The 1st Schur complement system has a modular block structure comprising previously available subdomain Jacobian matrices with sparse coupling blocks. The 2nd Schur complement system can utilize an extensive collection of previously developed preconditioners for a linear interface problem. In addition we have investigated multiple techniques for accurate integration of phase mobility terms near subdomain interfaces and have found the best method to be block-to-block upwinding. Numerical results demonstrate the modeling flexibility of the mortar method, the efficiency of the GJ algorithm, and an improvement to fluid saturation accuracy with the proposed upwinding technique. These example include important modeling features such as nonmatching grids, geologic faults, permeability barriers, strong heterogeneities, multiple rock types, and three-dimensional domains. Future plans include developing specialized preconditioners for the GJ and GJS methods and extensions to more complex physical models and discretizations.
